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**ABSTRACT**
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**The topicality of the research** lies in the importance of studying abbreviations system in both languages German and English and the influence on the language by the Internet.

**The aim of research** is the analysis of lexical abbreviations in German language in computer-mediated communication and ways of their translation or transfer into Russian, the definition of the degree of impact on regulatory language.

**Objectives** are the acronyms in English-, German- and Russian-speaking virtual space.

**Theoretical significance of the research:** A lexico-semantic analysis of most frequently used acronyms in the modern German language has been carried out, with emphasis on the computer sphere.

**Practical significance** of the paper is determined by the possibility of its application in the study of the theoretical aspects of modern German word formation lectures and seminars in lexicology and stylistics, lexicography, practical course of translation, etc.

**Recommendations:** The research can be enriched with a wider range of examples that illustrate the results.